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HOW MODERN NEURO IMAGING AND NEURO INTERVENTION IS 
REVOLUTIONISING THE MANAGEMENT OF ACUTE ISCHEMIC STROKE 

Recent advances in modern Neuro diagnos-
tic imaging techniques and Neuro intervention 
has revolutionized the management of patients 
with acute ischemic stroke. 

In a conventional medical set up with no 
facility for Neuro intervention, Plain compute-
rized tomography (CT scan) will suffice to diffe-
rentiate between ischemic stroke or hemorrhagic 
stroke in a clinically suspected stroke patient    
and thus the clinicians will decide whether to 
anticoagulate the patient or not1. Another useful 
and better alternative in this setting is an MRI 
with DWI (Diffusion Weighted Imaging), ADC 
mapping and GRE (Gradient Recoil Echo) seq-
uence which is a hemorrhage sensitive sequence2. 
MRI has the advantage that it detects the exact 
extent of stroke on DWI/ADC mapping within 
minutes of clinical onset of stroke while on the 
other hand CT scan may be normal or negative 
up to even 24 hours of clinical onset of stroke. 

In the modern well equipped tertiary care 
medical centers/institutes with facility of Neuro 
intervention, an acute ischemic stroke patient       
is completely evaluated by a specific set of advan-
ced Neuro diagnostic imaging techniques. Prima-
rily CT scan based techniques are utilized as CT 
scan is a faster technique and in acute ischemic 
stroke management the main slogan is “Time      
is Brain”. Quicker the management, better the 
prognosis3. Best results are seen around within 3 - 
4.5 hours of onset of stroke. These CT techniques 
include plain CT scan, CT perfusion studies and 
CT angiography4. On the basis of the results 
obtained by these imaging techniques, it is 
decided whether Neuro intervention (Mechanical 
Thrombectomy) should be performed and will it 
be beneficial to stroke patients or not. 

ASPECTS score (Alberta Stroke program 
early CT score) is calculated on plain CT scan of 
an acute ischemic stroke patients5. It can be 
calculated for both anterior circulation strokes   
i.e. MCA (Middle cerebral artery) territory and 

posterior circulation strokes i.e. Vertebrobasilar 
and PCA (posterior artery territory) strokes. It is 
a quantitative 10 point score and for normal CT 
the score is 10. As the score reduces, the brain 
damage is more extensive and irreversible and so 
neuro intervention will not be useful in such a 
case. 

In cases with good ASPECTS score (≥6) on 
plain CT scan, the exact brain damage at cellular 
level can be assessed by CT perfusion studies6. 
CT perfusion study is a qualitative and quanti-
tative analysis of brain parenchyma that can 
differentiate between ischemic brain tissue/pen-
umbra/reversible showing mismatched CBF 
(cerebral blood flow)/CBV (cerebral blood 
volume) defect treatable by mechanical throm-
bectomy and infarcted brain tissue/core/irreve-
rsible damage showing matched CBF (cerebral 
blood flow)/CBV (cerebral blood volume) defect 
not treatable by mechanical thrombectomy/ 
neuro-intervention7. Thus if ischemic tissue is 
present and of significant volume, neuro inter-
vention will be beneficial. Whereas, if a small 
volume ischemic tissue or completely infarcted 
brain tissue is detected on CT perfusion studies, 
neuro-intervention will not be beneficial. 

Finally CT angiography will tell us if a major 
brain vessel is blocked or not because only     
large vessel occlusion is amenable by mechanical 
thrombectomy (clot removal) via micro catheter 
technique8. It also gives an idea about collateral 
vascular supply. Development in neuro interven-
tion has led to advancement of micro catheter 
into main brain vessels and mechanical removal 
and retrieval of blood clot and thus reverses 
neurological deficit of patients. 

Another upcoming development in MRI in 
acute ischemic stroke especially useful in wake 
up stroke is diffusion/FLAIR (Fluid Attenuated 
Inversion Recovery) mismatch9. In early cases of 
acute ischemic stroke, the MRI signal abnormality 
on DWI (Diffusion Weighted Imaging) will be 
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much larger than on FLAIR (Fluid Attenuated 
Inversion Recovery), showing ischemic brain 
tissue (treatable brain tissue) which is DWI-
FLAIR mismatched defect. While Infarcted brain 
tissue (not treatable brain tissue) will show an 
equal MR signal abnormality on both DWI and 
FLAIR sequence which is the DWI-FLAIR matc-
hed defect. This differentiates between ischemic 
(treatable brain tissue) and infarcted (not treat-
able brain tissue) abnormal in both DWI and 
FLAIR sequence. The mismatch defect is seen in 
very early cases of stroke while the matched 
defect is seen in late cases 3 or more hours after 
onset of stroke. 

Although the advanced diagnostic neuro 
imaging and neuro intervention in acute stroke 
has many complex aspects, above is a brief and 
simplified imaging approach in stroke patients 
for clinicians in general. In conclusion, advances 
in neuro-diagnostic techniques and active neuro-
intervention has led to a marked improvement    
in prognosis of acute stroke patients, provided 
early neuroimaging and neurointervention is 
done. 
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